What is LifeBase Interactive?
LifeBase Interactive provides something different for schools that are looking for an original approach and particularly
schools wanting something new and exciting.
It provides flexible, innovative sessions in a very cost-effective way. It can be:






Combined with standard mobile classroom sessions
Used as a stand-alone resource in new schools
Used at schools which can’t accommodate a mobile classroom
Or a combination of all of the above

What can we provide?





A specialist drug and health education reflecting best practice
Highly trained Educators employing positive and dynamic teaching strategies
Qwizdom interactive voting system
A choice of specially selected LifeBase modules so that teaching can be tailored to the needs of your school

Year 7 Programme — Smoking/Tobacco
 A Qwizdom survey exploring facts and perceptions/attitudes to smoking/Tobacco
 A drama (pairs and forum theatre) to help young people develop skills to handles everyday tricky situations
 Exploration of consequences and risks in peer group situations
 The general Drug knowledge—medicines/legal/illegal—group work
Year 8 Programme — Alcohol
 Looking at images of how alcohol is portrayed in society and the mixed messages that these give to young people
 A Qwizdom survey exploring facts and perceptions/ attitudes towards alcohol
 A drama, including hot-seating, to consider misconceptions about alcohol use, normative behavior and the mixed
messages about alcohol that adults sometimes give young people

How is this done?
LifeBase uses a life-skills approach with quizzes, drama and audio-visual stimulus. Lessons last
approximately an hour and are delivered in a suitable space in your school.

How does Qwizdom work?
Each child is given their own handset. Questions are asked, which appear on screen
one by one, and the children select what they think is the correct answer using the
handset. The answers children give are confidential—the others will not know what
they’ve selected.
At the end of the session, the questions are looked at again, together with an
overall view of the answers given by the group.

For more information on LifeBase Interactive, or to find out
about any of the other services we offer, please telephone
01258 837417 or email enquiries@lifeeducationwessex.org.uk
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